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Panther Paperbacks>

MASTERS OF THR mwPM: by E.E.'Doc'Snith. 35p.This is the seventh and "the

last in the epic Lensman series. In this one the menance is is a nuclear
vortexj and the man to combat it is 'Stoim' Cloud, This classic series is

of course, a must for the serious collector who wants to study the roots
of SFi It's all veiy well studying Wells and Verne, but one cannot leave
Doc Smith out of any history of SF»
THE STTr.AT>CDBIVM BOY AHD OTHER STRANGERS >«'■ John Sladek, 35p. For the want

of a better expression I must fall back on that over-worked phrase'New Wave"
to describe this collection.

It is in.two parts, first 13 short stories.THE

STSmjmvm boy is -typical in that, to me, it is not belieyaKLe, and all the
characters are repellent. The second half consists of parodies - "Hie type
that are likely to send me back to the originals. Mind you, I will admit that
it takes some skill to parody Ballard. In fact "tihe writing skill is quite
considerable, it is just that this reader is quite out of sympathy wi-bh -fche
futures of Sladek.

THE .fTHAMPTnw 01? aARATHnHM ly Michael Moorcock. MAYFLOWER SGIMCE FANTASY.30p
This is the second volume of "the ChronioLes of ^as-fcle Brass and is more fan
tasy thau SF. Dorian Ha-vdsmoor is mourning the death of his wife Yisselda as

the- s-fcory starts. He is at last persuaded to take a journey because he thinks
that Yisselda s-fcill lives. : In-bricately worked out fan^t®^*

THE FAIUOUT WORLDS OF A.E.VAN VOGT.by A.E.Yan Vogt.Sidgwick &'^Jac3k:sDn, a.95
This contains a dozen eKamples of Van Vogt's fertile ii^ginat'ion* l think I
liked the first story best, about the ex-Marine ^^o.%i$t..an alienj it had a
grim humour that X enjoyed,

AGE OF MIRA.CLES by John Brunner.Sidgwick & Jacksoh.a,75. A good SF stoiy

with enough elements of mystery to be solved to please me a lot. Aliens have
invaded Earth - but show no interest in humans. Therefore humans have to cope

with a new w^ of living,,some people tiy to ignore the fact that Earth is uo
longer as it was—others take advantsige of the chaos—and still others become
interested in the ^iens, abd become "weirdos". Satisf^ring story.
SCIENCE FICTION SPECIAL(7)Containing MB MDBEAI LEINSTER OMNIBUS and the PHILIP
K.DICK OMNIBUS.Sidewick & Jackson,£2.50, A really bumper size book, Thethree

Leinster novels are OPERATION TERROR..INVADERS OF SPACE..CHECKPOINT LAMBDA.The

Dick three are THE CRACK IN SPACE..THE UNTELEPORTED MAN..DR. l^URITY. Quite an
interesting contrast between the two authors.Leinster has a simple, direct way
of telling his storyj his characters are direct and the plot uncomplicated.With
Dick it is vastly different, no clear-cut hsros, but men who piizzle their way
out to sometimes problem—filled endings, an(^ plots.that curl and curve and take

you on a trip that demands thoughtful reading. Try dipping from one to the
other,,it's interestibg to note that these stories were all written much about
the same time,

..
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DAW PAPERBACKS, .all at

No
THF. ETERNAL ty Andre Norton. Grana ia a flyer who-enters a fantasy
■world and -there encounters many adventures - and aL so finds himself back in
time xriL-fch more weird experiences to endure. There are also two shoirb stories
in -this book — -the second one will interest admirers of the Witch World series.
No /AtTfTwr. GF ARTtFWT by John T.Phillifent, Lampart has been set doTO pn a, planet

to report upon it. He soon determines to keep it for himself——until it is all
complicated by the arri-val of Dorothea spoil"t ch^d pf "the man who had- gi-ven

him his chance to become more th^ human and. so survive on the planet Argent.
An entertaining yam

No Z78TIME STORy by S-tuart Gordon.In the paradoxes of time travel there has been

mterial for'many plots I and this is ^convoluted one as I've read' The

characters are all interesting, if not jarticularly sympathetic. The two main

(or ^ould I ssy four?)diracters weave in and out of each o-bhers lives in a
desperate effort to safeguard themselves,,suspensful till the end.

No /AtTHT?. OTHER TGC -QF PHILEAS FOGG by Philip Jose Farmer,Fanner once again ^

takes ahother author's character and plays around with some ideas of his own.

A secret diary, he maintains, reveals "that "the famous journey of Fogg actually

^cloaked two alien races trying to take over ^arth.

Only a great deal of

^

scholarship of the original tale, could produce such an -unusual affair.as this.

No TO STRANGE DOINGS bv RJi.Lafferty. A very good title for anything written

by this authorj and here he offers l6 stories. I suppose gruesome hmow is the
best wey to describe many of these stories, which nearly all have a sting in
"btl© "tSldLi

No 51 .WHIM WERE YOU LAST PLUTERDAY? by PajfL ^^n Herck,This is an i^OPA award
novel, Sam meets Julie and wants to date her again. Her answer being ,, next
Plutertay" sets Sam off on a hunt for -this eighth day of "the week -that he d
never heard off before.

Decidedly whacky and fun.

NibKLlnga q

No 52 THE LIGHT THA.T NEVER WAS by ^loyd Biggie.Jr.Donov is the planet on
Tdfcich the action lies,,a fascinating place that has colonies of artists
that attract tourists in droves.

The nairration moves from character to

diaracter and keeps the reader on the hop. There are some lovely conceps here

- tha animaloids, the artist's colonies,and the planet wijfeh its tmique
'artist's light' itself. Vastly entertaining.
No 49 THE sag OF SCORPIO hr Alan Burt Akers. Another story of the adventures
of Dray Prescot for those who enjoyed TRANSIT TO SCORPIO.

No 53 THE 1973 ANNUAL WORLD'S BEST SF.Edited by Donald,A.Wollheim. The ^itor
discusses the many anthologies that appear nowdays and esjpresses his opinion
that the best SF still comes mainly from the magazines. This starts off well
with GOAT SONG by PouL Anderson which portrays a future world in \hich the
teller Uses myth to destroy nyth,,fascihatlng, to watch the dark religion of

the Goddess- creep bkok again. There are nine other stories of the same high
calibrei and all of a decent length.

No 5A MAYENNE by E.O.Tubb. To those \iio have enjoyed the other DumaTest novelshere he is still seaaohing for the planet Earth ^ich everyone assures him
is mythic&L This time he starts by meeting a singer from Ghenka on board a

spaceship and then the spaceship is wrecked upon a planet 'vAiich is one whole
intelligent entity. An interesting situation well explored.

No 55 TTTF. Bnmr OF GORDON DICKSON. The first story rather glorifies man in the ■

face of aliensI but later in DOLPHIN'S WAY mankind is humbled in the face of
aliensi There is a gruesome. story about a man going forward in time and find
ing he can only talk to the children. However there are seme amusing stories
too to lighten a fine selection.

.
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No 56 TOTTiiwnR fiOME IN BOXES by Michael G.Coney.The record of one day in 2256, . V
tells the story of a time when brain transference is the key to immortaliiy-.- ■
The trouble began wdien less and less people would have babies—and so the
brains had to be- put into boxes to await their tum. So the tradition arose

of taking a 'friend in a box' to keep them company whilst they are waxting for
a baly to be free. The day's record shows how this sort of a society is
beginning to frayj and the individual characters introduced well portray the
difficulties that such a society woxild produce, Wind you, much as I enjoyed

the originality of this, I could not believe that a vfcole people could be so
selfish as to take their own children's futures.

•. j

No 57 OC®AN OH TOP by Hal Clement. A future in which power is limited causes
a member of the Power Boai^ to gasp with indignation "vAien he finds a portion
of the sea bed flooded with artificial li^ht. He then finds that there are

people idio have adjusted to living in the sea. Lots of science in this one'
■which is what we would expect from Hal Clement.

No 58 BERNHARD THE CONQUEROR by Sam J.Lundwall, Bemhardt is breaking rocks on

a prison planet when a mile-lomg space-ship appears and he is able to escape

in it. Not that this is the end of his troubles, in fact as he is deposxted

down a refuse—chute, almost operated upon by xobots, and encountered a.door
that is in love with him, it would be safe to say his troubles had only begun,
Nhackyj but fun.

■
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No 59 RHAPSODY IN BLACK by Brian M.Stableford, This is another story about

Grainger "the-mah 'vdxo shares his mind with an alien wxnd,,a syiubiote, and an
at times yeiy t^t commentate upon l^s adyentTipes,
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DAW Books Gontd

Wo ,60 WHAT'S BECOME OF SCREMLOOSE? AWD OTHER EOniEEES tsy Ron Goulart.Ten
Stories in which man and machine battle for supremacy, told with wit and
wry grim humour. Liable to cause you to cast a suspicious eye on your
refrigerator'.
PAW SCIENCE FIGTIOW. Paperbacks.
MIWDSWAP by Robert Sheckley,30p.Maryin always wantedlto.travel in space and

so .x^en he saw an .advert to mind-swap with a ^entleman from Mars,.he decided
to ts(ke the.pluhgs. and do so. ALas, there is a hitch—and Marvin.finds himself
seeking refuge in temporary bodi.es in an. effort to get back to his own. This
is amusingly told at a brisk pace, with a high degree of invention.

DAi MILLIOW by Frederick Pohl-.35p. Ten stories. - The title stoiy of how boy
loves girl in the future might turn out is Short,sharp, and tellingly effective.
THE DAI THE M6.RTIAWS CAME also has a sharp point buried in its midst.Pohl is,
of cotirse, excellent when he uses SF to take a dig at our present cultpre and
here"he presents, quite a- few"stories in this Style.
PROFILES OF THE FDTDRE by Aridiur G.Clarke.4Dp. This is sub-titLed An Enquiry

into the Limits of the Possible. It originally appeared in 1962 and has now

been revised. These speculations on the future - on"how man wHl' deal with
the problems of. speed, gravity,pollution, make fascinating reading. He even
speculates upon the obsolescence of ManI It shbudl also, be fertile groxmd
for budding SF writers.

BEIOWD TOkORROW.Edited by Ramon Knight.AOp.lO stories, very varied .and by good
writers such as Brad"bury, Clarke,Simak, WUhelm.Some really exceptional
classics here..Asimov's NIGHTFALL being, I think, the finest. There is also
"Fan Vogt's awesome THE SEESAW which never fails to move me. A find addition
to anyone's SF collection.
PAW/RAT.T.AWTTWE

THE NIGHT LAWD?"yo l.bv William Hope Hodgson.AOp also THE NIGHT LAND "Fol 11
also at 4Pp« ^ handsome editon with attractive covers. Undoubtedly this must
be called the classic of adult fantasy. The story line is simple - the young
man idx) travels to rescue his love and bring her back safely. As the introd
uction by Lin Carter says.'.'Since most of the story takes place in the very far
distant future when the sun has gone out and .the earth is wrapped in unending.'
darkness, you could call it science fiction". However the setting of jiystery
and the night-land through which idie youth travels teem with strange and fan
tastic images. Uo fantasy fan will be without these books.
Sphere Books Paperbacks.

DEATHWOBLD No 1 bv Harry Harrisoft.jOp. The hero's name is Jason

and, like his

ftame-sake, he starts off on a voyage. He reaches theplanet Pyrrus idiere he finds
the people have to be superhuman to stay alive as the whole planet seems to be
deadly to man.,even the grassI When he finds out that there are other people
vAio can live outside the closely guarded sttlement, he tries to imderstand the

reason. The mystery keeps the reader engrossedi and Jason is the kind of
character that arouses the ^nnpathy.

DEATHWOmD No 2 bl Harry Harrison,30p. Just as Jason is happilt planning a
new life for himself on Pyrrus, he is kidnapped by an obssed man called Mikah
intent on taking him back to 'Justice'. Mikah must be the most infuiuating
character ever invented, always so sure of his own 'truths' and oblivious to
reasdfii They are shipwrecked on a prLmitrTO pl'ahet wMerd Jason's knowledge cf
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science gets "Uiem out of trouble again, and again, usually to be foiled by
Mikah's sense of 'right' - or one should say righteousness'. This one gives
a very good picture of the impact of science on a primitive world| and there
are also plenty exciting adventures.
DEATHWORLD No 3 by Harry Harrison,30p,In this Jason collects some Pyrrans
and persuades them to emigrate to another world.Knowing how accustomed they

are to constant battle, he takes them to Felicity vfliere there is constant
tribal warfare. Again Jason's adventures are used to show the cuture of a
momadic race - of marauding barbarians who are tricked by an old, old trick,
I have enjoyed this series very much, and have only one quibble,.Jason is
forever being 'knocked -out' at the end of a chapterI
THE JUPITER L1X:^ACY by Harry Harrison.35p.Formerly published as PLAGUE FROM

SPACE, When the spacecraft from Jupiter returned, only Commander Rand Staggered

out -and he was dying with an alien disease. Dr -Bertorelli happens to be the
one who first reaches him and becomes involved in the puzzle of why the disea, e
spreads so quickly. Fine straight science story

RINQTiroRLD bv Larry Niven. 4Dp, On Louis Wu's 2C0th birthday he is asked by an
alien puppeteer to join him in an expedition —without being told the purpose,
Louis' Ixjredom temps him to go and the evnetual crew is himself, the puppeteer,

another species of alien called kzin, and Teela a human bred for lu^k. The
universe conjured up by the author's imagination is vast, believable, and truly
fascinating, I liked all the characters — well rounded—out and interesting.
This is more than just a space adventure, there is plenty of hard science and
ctilture analysis to please everyone,

CRZPTOZQIC by Brian Aldiss.30p,Frankly, I dislike this book, but that apart,I

Tijould say it is brilliantly written. Edward Bush is a mind traveller v^o can
go as far back in time as he wishes. He is also a man obsessed by his mother
so that one can take two meanings from the stoiy. Either Bush is ri^ht in his

discovery that time runs backwards — or he is mentally ill due to his obsession
combined with too much mind—travelling, I dislike the book for two reasons..
Bush is not a character with \diich I can be in sympathyi and the concept of a

time flow which has the food regurgitate onto our plates leaves me nauseated,
THE ELECTRIC CROCODILE by D,G.Compton,35p.Always an intriguing writer \dio
hever follows the path of well—worn SF. In this we meet Mathew who has been

invited to join the Ckalindale Institute which houses a new computer, • To do so
he and his wife Abigail must go there to live and take oaths of secrecy and be

subjected to having their house'bugged'. The background of ihis futile is
painted in with very little, but compelling detail, Abigail believes in God,
Mathew does not really - this becomes a vital factor in their reaction to
Colindale, There are no black and white characters in this bookj just people
trying to cope with a rather plausible future,
AI^W Books.PaperbacJcs,
THF. WTWn.q OF GATH bv E.C.Tubb.35p.Dumarest is a Traveller, one of these who

move from planet to planet. Most do so aimlessly, but Dumarest now does so
in an effort to find his way back home — to Earth, Everyone he meets tqlls
him earth is only a name for dirt, and that thsre is no such planet. Dumatest
however, remembers leaving Erath, a stowaway at the age cf 1-2, Now he is on
the planet of Gath, stranded. He can only joing the workers who help the
tourists at the time when the winds of Gath blow. He becxjmes caught up in the
intrigue that surrounds the Matriarch of Kund's desire to choose a successor.
Fine dramatci adventure.

Nibblings 6
ARROW Books.Paperbacks. contd,

DEBAI ly E.C.Tubb,35p. Once again Dumarest seeks employment to help him in his
search. He undertakes to escort Berai, a talepath to her home on Hive, We are
once again introduced to a Qyclan, a man who has had all his emotions removed *
so that he may become part of a vast cybernic complex. At the end of his advetures on Hive Dumarest has at least one due, the Cyclans know something about
Berth,

TOIMAN l::!y E.C,Tubb,35p. Life is rough on Toy, and Dumarest is soon in the midst
of a battle which he must wage - if he wins all he could desire-if he loses
nothing but death,In this continuing series I am beginning to be intrigued by
the Monks of the Universal Brotherhood whose spoken creed is 'There but for the

Grace of God go 1". Dumarest is on Toy hoping to consult its computer library
for news of Earthj but he becomes enmeshed in much treachery and witnesses much
of the (feruelty that makes up life on Toy. At the end he has only another name
—Terral A series that grows upong you,
ACE POCKETBOOKS

SNOWMAN IN Hi&MES by Clark Dalton.Perry Ehodan No 25»15^. Another dastardly
alian is out to destroy Earth with Perry to the rescue. Some of his mutant
assistants provide amusement in this space opera series that. is., prc.ving so
popular. Letters and a film review make up this issue,

STAR GUARD by Andre Norton,95?^.In this future Earthmen are hired mercenaries
■ and that is their only worth to those who rule the galazy.Kana is a new
recruit and we follow his adventxires as he discovers what Earthmen are really

doing out in space. Fast action, viiich holds the interest,

BORN UNDER MARS ty John Brunner,95/.Ray Mallin is a Martian, that is of human
stock adapted to live on Mars. This had been Man's first test of how they
could adapt. But now man has progressed'beyond that and Martians.are left as
a useless mutation, Mallin only begins to discover that there are other
possibilties when he' retxirns from a voyage and finds himself embrailed in a
strange intrigue, A.plot to keep you guessing-,

VERUCHIA by E,G.Tubbi,95/i^ The, further adventures of Dumarest as he travels in
search of his home. Earth, He lands on the planet of Dradea and joins the
games arena to make money. ^ his winning of a fight he meets Veruchia and is
asked to help her. So he becomes-her helper as she struggles to gain her

rightful place as Owner of Dradea, This time'the book finished with Dumarest
being tempted to give up his quest and telax in the best situation he has
found so far. The end.of this series? I doubt itI And hope notl
BATTLE ON VENUS and THE THREE SUNS OF AMARA by William F,Temple.AGE DOUBLE.9

When the first spaceship lands on Venus, it finds itself in the middle of a

"thousand year's war, and the proliLem is hox>r to show that they are neutrals',
George, with the help of a Venusian girl, sets off to solve the problem and
finds much adventure on the way. In THE THREE SUNS OF AMARA, Sherret finds a

very odd society indeed| but then he has left a very odd society on Earth
idiere Goffism now reigns. This, is the belief from a~.p^chosociologist who
advocates absolute rule by each qualified worker in a local -community for a

month, and absolute obedience ty the rest till their turn came. As this idea
hits his space^ip, he decides to leave it and so encounters the strange ways
of the world of Amara, Odd concepts worked out with some humour,

THE BEST SF FOR 1973;Edited ty Forest J.Ackerman,#l,25. Quite a torrent of
these anthologies kibut it is always interesting to see vhat different editors
choose'3ere are the names of ,Bloh,Pohl,van Vogt,Silverberg,Farmer etc to show
that this collection stays in the mainstream of SF,

Nibbling

TiS Ym«S^T SCIENCE FICTION.No 6. Edited V Bariy Harrison SBrian Aldiss
35p. Quite a contrast from the previous anthology. The first stoiy being one
of those aimless contemporary style things rather put me off. However Brian

Aldiss' AS FOR GBR FATAL CGMTUSUlTY amused me so much, I was able to go on
and enjoy the majority. This is SF branching out, some I like some I very
much dislike - but it cannot be ignored.

CONAJJ THE ADVENTURER by Robert E.Howard, The action takes place in the ^yborian
age, and Conan is a super-hero Tfdio swash-buckles his way through it in highly
exuberant fashion.

GOMH THE WARRIOR Ey Robert E.Howard, This follows the previous book and again
takes the reader through many adventiores. More fighting as Gonan meets his
enemies, some of Tidiom are supernatural 1 Still high adventure,
HEW WORLDS;No 6iTHE SCIENCE FICTION QUARTERLY.Edited by Michael Moorcock and
Charles Platt.^Dp. Quite a fat wolaae with lots of stories by young authors
both British and American, Some are -sigh-I must use it-'New Wave' and these

bore me, their lack of direction of substance cannot hold my attention.Others
are good -such as THERE IS NO MORE AWAY by Steve Cline, an interesting example
of the over-population problem. Fantasy is featured too, notable Keith Robert's
THE BEA.UTIFUL ONE,

From An Ultimate Dim Thule;A review of the early works of SIDNEY SIME by

George Locke,Ferret Fantasy Ltd,27 Beechcroft Rd.Upper Tootii^,London.SjWl?,.
Although the '.-lames of Beardsley and Rackham are well-known to collectors
Sidney Sime is less well-known apart from the work he did for the books of

Lord Bunsany. Hero^theoeditor has gathered together many beautiful specimans
of the art of Sime, taken from magazines like THE IDLER , PALLM&.LL and the

SKETCH, These magazines of the 19th century were usually profusely illustrated
but it must have taken painstaking research to gather this collection to

gether, They are weird and fantastic, often humerous in a grim sort of w^;
the very handsome reproduction does justice to their brilliance. As the
editor say, sometimes the work invites comparison with Charles Adams. The
influence of Beardsley can also be seenj but the artist has a strange world
completely his ovm. In addition to the artwork there is a biography of the
artist plus a bibliography, A real collectors itemj and one which must send
the collector on the hunt for the work of Sime, Price

Fmindatln;r

£2.50

Review of Science Fiction:Nos 2&3s Published quarterly ^p

from The Science Fiction Foundation,N,E,London Polytechnic,Barking Precint,
Longbridge Rd.Bagenham,Esses. RMS 2AS, In the first editorial the journal's
aim is discussed. The editorid board wish it to be a platform where SF is ■

taken seriously, and which will attract academic interest, "On theother hand,
we do not want to sink heavily to the bottom, weighed with footnotes". I
thoiight this was admirable in summing up their intent and feel that they have
adieived their object. The articles, such as various writers using the theme
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SCIENCE FICTION WRITER are of great interest, I also
liked John Brunner's discussion of PAEIALLEL WORLDS,

There are reorts, such

as the one on the Eurocon. The reviews are handled by Ken Bulmer, so, need

less to say really, are very good. All in all a very hopeful sign on the SF
scene5 and one to be supported.
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THE WOBLD SHUFFLER by Keith Lamer.Sidgwick & Jackson.£1.75. With a multitude

of alternate universes to play with, the author has his hero Lafayette O'Leary
slipping from one adventure to another in his desibe to get back to the universe
in which we first encounter him. As at that time he is feeling bored - the

stream of hair-raising exploits that follow, sure wake him upl Amusing.
MEW.WRITINGS IN SF 22sEdited by Ken Bulmer.Sidgwick & Jackson.£1.75. This
edition is dedicated to the memory of Ted Camellj and contains a foreword
by Ken Bvdjn^r about him and about the fact that Camell's many author friends

wished to tiaka^p^t in this book. There are 11 stories. Harry Harrison has an
entertaining hero
b^ieves in proper pay for an honest day's work - even if
it ig to save the ^artli.^EG TuTpb . describes a man and his spaceship with an odd
endii^.AC.CLarke describes

forthcoming novel SPAGEGAED. James White

proffers another clever SEGTOR GENEF^ story. THREE ENICMAS by Brian Aldiss

found me out of ^nnpathy with his siyle; ■ but'^WI^ CHILD by John Rackham in
vAiich an alien tries to bridge the 'generation gai)''*i^
to the kind of
SF I like.Donald Wollheim also held the attention with

hew ,tyP® of spaceship.

J^ney Bounds has a neat little nightmare to offer. John Kippax has an intrigu
ing time story, Laurence James has a new solution for an old mystery - but in
the last story by Chris Priest I got impatient witb the mystery. Still a very
good batch and a worthy tribute.

■ INFINITY^FLIGHTPERRI BHODA® 2U''^ Clark DaltonA75/^.Apart from the lead novel,
and the shorts and letters, this one has the news.cf a Perry Rhodan filml

THE WARLORD OF THE AIR by Michael Moorcock,AC^SjpECIAL.75)!^. Bastable is a man
of 1902 idio finds himself forward into the4JcJrld;.,qf;'1973. Not the 1973 we
know, but a fascinating alternate. Plot worked out well.

DRAGON MAGIC by Andre Norton.95«^.A very delightful story of foirr boys who find
a jigsaw puzzle in an old house-and through its magic power each travels back
in time - in such a way as to change their whole lives.
-

"'.ill

HIERAROHIES by' John T.Phiilfent and MISTER JUSTICE by Doris Piserchia.ACE

DOUBLE.9577 The Phillifent half is an £idventu^-tale(less original than his
usual)vdaich features two agents who have a mission that encounters quite a few
setbacks JCESTER JUSTICE is much more involved - a time-travelling man of

justice..or is he? Fine puzzle, and plenty of action too.
ARROW BOOKS

ELREG OF MELNIBONE by Michael Moorcock.35p.High fantasy as Elric clashes in
rivalry with his cousin irkoon. Not for me, but a highly successful series
with the fantasy fans.

• KALIN by Ted Tubb.35p. Dumarest, than man who searches for Earth, becomes
side -tracked 'vb.en he meets the woman called ^%lin who has the power to see
into the future. Such a power might sound wonderful—but Dumarest learns

that being able to forsee danger does not always help. Good reading.
Sept.lAth.1973. Ethel Lindsay.

P.
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FADE IN

In 1967 a book by Jim Harmon was published called THE GREAT RADIO
HEBOES(available as an ACE PB:A-27). It is a nostalgic recollection of the
radio characters yho had a strong influence upon Jim's formative yearsj

Jack Armstrong, Tom Mix,Batman, and Superman better know over here in comic
book formats«

In the forties and early fifties the British Broadcasting Corporation

featured many radio thriller series modelled on the lines as the ones Jim
mentions and so many Britons hold the same regard for Dick Barton and Jet
Morgan as Americans do fbr Dick Tracy and Flash Gordon. By the mid-fifties
the^^majority of British households had acquired television sets, the mass
appeal of radio diminished, and the popular thriller was transcribed to the
new medium. I' was one of a generation of sub-teenagers who grew up without

the inifluence of the glass teat fitting faces to the voices(often idealised
ones of ourselves)of the radio heroes, the villains were pictured as neigbourhood biillies or unpopular teachers, and no TV play could ever visualise
the horrors that the voice of Valentine Dyall conjured up in APPOINTMENT WITH
FEAR.

1 perceived the passage" of time as a child by the evening's radio
shows, Monday, the weeks first Dick Barton episode; Tuesday, JODRNEI INTO
SPACE, Wednesdays Phillip Odell. Thursday; Paul Temple, Friday; the week's
last Barton episode, and Saturday moniing; a whole hour omnibus of the week's
Barton episodes. All the great radio heroes did their stuff on what was known
as the BBC Light Programme, their other services; the Home Service and the Thii^
Programme featured such boring and incomprehensible things as THE BRAINS TRUST,
Dylan Thomas, and Wagner. 1500 metres long wave was where all the action was.
All the radio heroes had a profound effect upon the immature Linwood;

1 woiild find myself thinking when having to pass the school bully in the
corridor, "VJhat would Barton do if he were here?"—-many years later I finally
shook the habit, now in my maturity when faced with a triclcy situation 1
wonder what Bogie woifLd do.
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..quick.Jock.Snowyl"

When the BBC launched a daily' thriller serial in October 194-6 to fill
- the gap between a light music ptogramme and the 7pm news they coxold not
have known that they were giving birth to the most popular mass-culture
•" -he^o of the forties- Dick Barton, Special AgentI

The series, created by Edvrard J.^ason was careftilly modelled along the
. lines of American thriller serials. Each episode began with the fortissimo
playing of the theme music, THE DEVIL'S GALLOP,then the aimouncer's resume

of the plot so far, into the action proper with Dick and friends extricating
themselves from the mess they had landed themselves in the previous night,
then 5 minutes of plot development, followed by the build up to the episode
cliffhanger. As all seemed lost the theme music came on strong then fading
to the announcer's speilj "Can Dick and Snoviy survive the effect of the gammarays, can Jock reach them in time? Just what is Krautzman's plan for destroy
ing London???" - a method developed in the US to induce us not only to listen
to the next episode but also the sponsor's message. The announcer, incidently,
probably played 2 or 3 minor roles in the seriesj BBC budgets were that tight
in the immediate post war years.

J" :

The first, adventiire began with the recently demobbed Captain Barton
playing golf caddie.d by his faithful batman, Snowy White(the'show's token
Cockn^)reg;pet.taiig;.."being at rather a loose end with no more-action to look

forward to". No. sdoper said than a lost golf-ball ipyolves ihe;m with mad
-

scientists, escaped" Nazis, giant spiders, and the inevitable death-ray.Dick's
efforts to save the Empire were appreciated by Military Intelligence and he

was awarded the position of "Special -Agent" (why he was so special from other

agents was never explained), and acquired another underling, Jock(the show's
token Scot), who was a "jolly useful chap to have around".
In the following five years Barton sent innimierable villains and villainess's to sticlsy deserved ends, no wishy-washy liberal crap about redemption
bothered Dickj in one adventure Dick was being pursued by the chief nasty
through London's sewer system with the water rising, he escapes by lifting a

manhole cover (no mean feat), then drives a truck onto the replaced cover to
seal the villain's fate.
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Dick's love life never developed further than rescuing heroines from
fates worse than, and a man prone to making remarks likei "For a woman your

idea has a little good sense in it", could not expect a happy sex life. The
original Barton was portrayed hy Noel Johnson, who left the series in 19^,

to be replaced by Dtincan Carse(a real life adventurer and explorer)after a 2
week absence by Barton from the series in the hope that listeners would not
notice notice the voice change. Snowy and Jock were played ly John Mann and
Alex McCrindle respectively.

Ihe series was highly prone to criticism for it's violence (nasty by even
today's no-holds-barred standards), for keeping children from their homework,
and by implication for being too populari anything avidly followed by the
majority of Britain must be rubbish, harmful, and a bad influence reasoned
it's detractors. The BBC also have a-reputation for prematurly killing off
mass-appeal programmes.

The series inspired 2 B-quota.movies, in one; DICK BARTON STRIKES BACK
your mad scientist plans to turn British brains into jello by turning SLackpool Tower into a gigantic tuning-fork pitched at the correct mind-blowing
frequency.

The last Bgrton episode was transmitted in March 1951, we were ,all led
to believe he was taking a well deserved 2 weeks holiday, the slot was filled

by an uninspiring story of simple country folk| THE ARCHHIS, and after^22 yrs
they are still with'us. Also scripted by Mason THE ARCHERS was and still is
the urban man's visualisation of rural life, they even had a Sqtiire in thp

series for a few years untill the scriptwriters were informed that such
titles had been defunct for decades,

' A few years back the BBC showed interest in reviving Barton as a highcamp send up with a forties setting but Mason wanted Barton up—dated along

Bond lines, the result was. a deadlock. Now Mason is dead David Frost's TV
company has shown some interest in a revival, but nothing definite has so
far been proposed. In 1972, as part of the BBC's half century celebrations
the first ever Barton adventure was re-produced with the original trio of

actors, the old magic was re-kindled, and I could once more go to sleep in
the knowledge that the couiitrie's safety xjas in the capable hands of ,,,,•
Dick Barton, Special Agent',
"This is voiu' storyteller

,"

The voice of The Man in Black was on one hand the most instantly recognis
able in forties' broadcasting and on the other the utterly blood curdling when

uttering the simple greeting
|
"Good Evening, This is your storyteller". It
belonged to the actor, Valentine Dyall, who introduced and provided inter
locking narrative to the series APPOINIMENT WITH FEAR, vtoich ran intermittently
from 19A3 to 1955.

.! I never thought of the series by it's official name? it was alvrays The Man
In Black, and the stories he introduced althoiagh credited to writers with
strange names like Bram Stoker were for me his personal recollections of his
strarge life, and a warning to those fools viho scoffed at the power of the
supernatural. The series featured dramatisations of such stories as Phillip

MacDonald's ODR FEATHERED FRIENDSCHitchcocb's THE BIRDS had nothing on this),
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Bram Stoker's THE JUDGE'S HOUSE, Harvey's BEAST WITH FIVE FINGERS, and M.R.
James' 0 WHISTLE AND I'LL COME TO YOU,MI LAD. The latter instilled a fear
of spare beds in me that still persists.
The series went out on Tuesday evenings and this resulted in idiat our
teachers called, Wednesday morning trauma among their more foolhardy pupils
■v^o had dared to listen to the previoiis night's story. Although we all
shrugged off each story as "not very scary" there are mai^r people in their
thirties iiAio break out into a cold sweat vfaen Dyall's voice is occasionally
heard on the radio.

i

I^rall's instant recognisabllity as The Man In Black cut short what might
have developed into a moderatly successful career infdims as a character

actor.

Born in 1908, he made several impressive appearances in films such as

HENRY V and BRIEK ENCOUNTER.

But his reputation, voice, and gaunt cadaverous

appearance type-casted him - his . last two films, CITY OF THE DEAD and THE
HAUNTING reflect this.

ty a
ened
with
role

There is the apociyphal tale of Dyall being approached

man in a pub who wanted to beat him up for telling a story which fright
his wife.....Being highly adaptable Dynll has laterly been associated
Spike Milligan's surrealistic plays and TV shows, he played the title
in the West End production of Milligan's THE BED SITTING ROOM. He has

written two iaooks, one of famous sea tragedies and the other (based on a TV
series he compered)on Fortean type unsolved mysteries to •t^ich he applied

logical explanations? in an attempt to solve the mystery of the shattered
windscreens that befell maiy cars driving along a, certain stretch of road

in Southern England, he had his children firing ice bullets from air gunsl
In a recent TV interview Dyall destroyed one of my great childhood fan

tasies.,.he,, The Man In Black, stated that he did not belive in the super
natural!
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"E' by gum this Venus is a rum place"

One answer to the question "Whatever happened to Dick Barton?"(or rather
Noel Johnson after he was replaced by Duncan Garse) is that he moved over to
the lucrative field of commercial radio and changed his name to Dan Dare,

Dan Dare, Pilot of the Future, made his initial appearance in the first
issue of the EAGLE comic in April 1950, ard soon afterwards wa.s appearing on

the commercial radio station, HADIO LIDCEMBURG, At that time(and still is)
commercial radio was illegal in Great Britain,
British based company beamed its transmissions
this case the small principality of Luxembfuig.
slot as Dick Barton(6.4-5—7pm), and Barton fans
bucolic unreality of THE ARCHERS opted to tune

but perfectly legal if a
froma foreign country, in
Dan filled the same time
unable to adjust toe the
into the ever fading and

interference ridden ^8 metres to hear the announcer's voice s^ over the

roar of rocket engines "Dan Dare, Pilot of the Future", and as the noise
reached a crscendo, "Spaceship Away I"

... .

Dare held the rank of aolonel in

the Interplanet Space Fleet "some

years in the futtxre", an outfit with
many similarities to the RAF, His
Chief side-kick was, like Barton's

Snowy, a batman(US readers please
note a batman is not a caped

crusader or the guy vdio flags down
aircraft on carriers but merely the

servant of a British military officer)
called Digby from Wigan, the stereotyped Lancashire man as popularised
by George Formby and Frankie Randall,

'■
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Other major persona were Sir Hubert, Dare's boss, Jocelyn Peabodyj^ girl •
scientist, and occasional appearances of an American vith the origin^^

name of H^k« Dan's arch enen^, The Mekon, was a green Venusian with a .
gigantic cranium, resembling a 3 month embiyo, and given to pennanantly r

sitting on a small triangular-shaped anti-grav chair(the Mekon ^elta?).
He was the leader of a race of 8-foot.,hajj:less green giants called Treens,
the original inhabitants of Venus r- the master race served by the blue
skinned Atlantians, mutated descendafits of a . Tr.een press-gahgraid on Earth i

eons ago. Within months of Dare's arrival on Venus, the Atlantians rebel,
the Treens become goodies and the Mekon' escapes, with a few .henchmen to replan the conquest of the solar system, whi.<^i wejre-hatched..out and sqiiashed
every alternative Dare adventure.
,

Moeif

Pan Dare Trras sponsored by Horlicks, a
bedtime drink, the spiel for which made you think it was laced with barbit

urates, Having a commercial sponsor meant premiums, by sending the requisite
number of wrappers off Horlicks^ Jars Dan Pare fans could receive such
goodies as the official Spacefleet badge as worn by Dan himself, a cardboard
press-out spaceship kit, or a soft wax record of MARCH OF THE SPACEMEN, On

sale all over the country were such spin-offs from the EAGLE strip as Dan

Dare belts(or braces for the more square), space-guns, and Dan's dress
laniform tie| the space ship emblem on it wore off after a few days leaving
a rather cheap blue tie,.

Wow Dan, Digby,Jocelyri, and even the EAGLE have gone into the realm of
collector's items, but we Dai'e fans of old still have a sneaking feeling that
up there, somewhere, plotting on some! out-of-the-way asteroid is "our old
green friend"5 The Mekon J

"When it's nightiiie in Italy it's Wednesday over here"

The namq of
Flash Gordon smd
He made his
entitled JOURNEI
to Moon and back

Jet Morgan ranks with Dan Dare as the British answer to
Back Rogers,
first appearance on the BBC in September, 1953 in a series
INTO .SPACE, which was originally intended as a simple Earth
serial in six episodes, 'bat its immediate success forced its

author. Western and folk-song buff Charles ChUton, to do a complete re-write
extendijig the series first run to 13 episodes.

Our first four men into space were Jet Morgan ex-test pHoti Doc(profes£.ion o.bvi6us)jMitch Australian engineer, and tlie last minute replacement radio
operator Lemmie Barnet, viiich was ablatant cribbing from the plot of DESTINATION
MOON, Lemmie was the crew's comic cockney and resident idiot to whom tecnical
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matters were explained for his(and ours)enlightenment. After landing on the
Moon the adventurers were caught up in a spacetime warp, travelling to ^arth*0
distant past, and encountering a set of benevolent time-travelling aliens who
resemble mandrills.

The second series, THE RED PLAHET, concerned a large expedition to Ifars
led by our four heroes, and among several other crew members was the enigmatic

Whitticker(played by David Jacobs, later to become famous as a DJ)whose
constant monotone repitition of "Orders must be obeyed at all times without
question" became a nationwide catch-phrase overnight. Whitticker was also

given to singing a song bearing the strange title of "Hhen it's nightime in

Italy it's Wednesday over here", which Lemmie identified as a popular song of
the twenties. Within a few more episodes all was revealed| Whitticker was

one of the many Earthmen snatched by evil Martians at the time of a close Mars
approach to Earth in the twenties, his aging process has been arrested, teen

brainwashed, and sent as a spy on the expedition(a fact which even the dimmest
boy in the class guessed when Whitticker first appeared). Jet and Co soon foil
the Martian invasion plans for Earth, at least until the third and final
JOURJIEY INTO SPACE series, THE WORLD IN PERIL, when the Martians try again,..,
they never leam, do they?

JOURNEY INTO SPACE was perhaps radio's most successful adventure series

of the fifties, it was rumoured that all debates ended in the House of Commons
at 7.30pm Tuesdays so that members could catch up with the latest episode. The
series finally ended in June 1958. Jet was played throughout by Andrew Faulds
now the veiy hirsuit and highly voluble
Member of Parliament for ^ethwick, who
now looks like some barbarian out of a

Conan book.

He still puts in a few

radio, TV, and film appearancesj he
was one of the Argonauts who survived

to fight the dragons-teeth in JASON
AND THE ARGONAUTS. Lemmie was played
in the first series by David Kossoff
and replaced by Alfie Bas| both fine

actors specialising in comic '^ewish
roles, the latter made an excellent
replacement for Topol in the West
End production of FIDDLER ON THE ROOF.

Doc was played throughout by Guy Kingsley
Pointer, and Mitch - first by Bruce Beeby
(are all Australians called Bruce?),then

Don Sharp, and later by ^avid Williams.
I found, it difficult to fit mental images to the voices in the series, none
had the sauve cockiness of Barton or the sinister bass of Dyall, the publiciiy
shots of the foTirsome in spacesuits made them each resemble the cartoon that

appears in Michelin tyre adverts. Chilton hacked out three fairly un—readable
novels from the series, which appeared in hardcover and Pan editions. He has
more recently been associated with folk song programmes, and with the BBC more
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/; willing to adapt SF novels like the FOUNDATION series, I doubt that Chilton

and other script mechanics^^Tiilll ever be required to produce original material.
Gentlemen SleuthScGumshoes.FTjnnv Fuzz and Lovable Reggies.

This section features the also rans| heroes viho held iiy attention briefly,
; those viio only featured in one series, and the ones I didn't care a damn for.
Perhaps radio's most endurable hero is Paul Temple, he'made his first appearance

during the war, and still survives as a TV character, "^emple was a writer of
books on Criminology, vAio was occasionally called in by the Yard to solve their
.most baffling cases,. How a vrriter of a specialist subject could live in a

plush Mayfair apartment as '^emple did, support, a wife, and afford to run a
chauffeur driven car was never explained - .the more resourcful Sherlock Holmes

could only manage tiro furnished rooms in Baker Street and rely on Hackney
cab.

The
prising
neat TV
episode

plots seem to have been written ly a faulfy computer, which is sur
as their aithor was Francis D\jrbrdige, who has tvumed in some rather
thrillers. The villain, vihose true identity was not known until
eight, was always known Ty a code name usually uttered on the lips of

his first victim at the end of episode one. ^ the end of the serial vhen
most of the likely suspects have been eliminated by the villain, Temiple calls
a meeting of all remaining persona in his flat, and it's unmasking time.

After hearing three Temple adventures I knew the method of unmasking the
. villainl he was always the least likely suspect,. and he was usually introd
uced in episode three.

Marjorie Westbury played Temple's wife, Steve, throughout the entire run

of the series(fci;r which some sort of honour should be bestowed upon her), few
actors stuck with-. Temple for more than one adventure, the last one being Feter
Coke. Looking back I think the only thing I enjoyed about Paul Temple was
the part at the end of the final episode of each adventure vdiere over the
strains of the theme tune, CORONATION SOOT, all the leading characters were

re-introduced utteping some key piece of dialogue. The villain(wither dead
or seriously maimeti ty now)always had the last says
ANNOUNCER Cliief Inspector MacMurdock, alias The Vole...,

MACMURDOCH Did ye'no ken. Temple, I had Scot's ancestry?
ANNOUNCER....was played by.
O

0 •• o

Alt^ilcjugh hot quite British but certainly a radio hero vjas Phillip Odell,
an Iri^h fprivate deteptive, created ly Lester Powell, and originally introd

uced jii the.s^rial LADY IN A FOG. I rather liked this cynical,downbeat, gum
shoe 'Until years iater^after discovering the master, Haymond Chandler, just
how deriVitive .the series was. Odell was portrayed 'by Robert Beatty, a rugged
Canadian actor of several screen appearances, including the Moon base comman
der in 2001.A SPACE ODYSSEY,

PC A9, a character in several series of self-contained half hour pl^s
was the public image of the fuzz in the pre-Barlow or even pre-Dixon days, a
lovable twit on the beat, idio thought a plant was something that grew in a
pot, and always solved the Yard's most baffling cases xd-th the hip of. his
girl-friend, Joy. After several years his fans became concemed over his
non-p motion
somehow Sergeant 4-9 didn't sound right, and the series xjas

(popped. PC 49, ■v^cj has some silly name that began with, Archibald, was played
by Brian Reece, now dead.
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"Bang'...That was the shot that killed Harry Lime. He died in a sewer
beneath Vienna, but there were other stories..." So began the iniro to a short
lived series based on Graham Green's Harry Lime, first introduced in the movie
THE THIRD MM followed by the novel. How could anyone turn a mass murderer
into a radio hero?...iQrson Wells could. Ap usual he wrote, produced -acted,

and directed thd lA-ole thing^wasn't Lime really Welles' creation,not Greene's?),
the only thing he didn't do ;was plsy Anton Karas's engaging theme music, although
I don't doubt he coriLd have spared a few minutes to leam how to play the zither.
In the series Lime emerged as a lovable wheeler-dealer pitted against a
different villain each week, usually after a rare dianrand or a stock market

killing. One of Lime's schemes vras to un-freeze a find of frozen ^aatodons in
Siberia and exhibit them in side-shows, the villains beat him to it, but upon
de-icing, the creatures continued their last mad stampede trampling Lime's
rivals to death.

Fade out

The great days of radio are over. The Light Programme has become "WonderftiL"
Radin One with its appalling non-stop pop slush(for decent rock, jazz, or folk
try your local radio station), and the children's heroes of today do their
stuff on television. Of all the TV heroes only one has the appeal amd charisma
of the old radio favourites?

Doctor Who. Often shot on a shoe-string budget

with far from original scripts it does have a certain charm and magicCand
having featured characters with the names Boak and Linwood, just who is
writing the scripts?).
James ^ond, the snob's Dick Barton, fathered whole legions of telly spies

from the boring MEN FROM UNGLE(.bar the ones Ellison scripted)to oxir own SPY
TRM*, a genre that is thankftilly dying. Private Eyes on TV are seedy,, cynical,
gubJferlowes, handling cases that Odell wouldn't give to his office boy, but
I must admit to a sneaking admiration for Daniel Pike and Frank Marker.
TV is at a disadvantage when jiortraying the supernatural, the producers
idea of horror invariably turns out to be nothing more than a rotting corpse..
TV newsreels can beat them hands down at this. Only the rare TV play by Nigel

Kneale manages to raise a few of the hairs that Dyall did...his recent THE
CHOPPER and THE STONE TAPE were minor classics of horror seemingly ignored

by the telly-critics, vAio were perhaps too busy hacking out praise to some
new playwright vtoo had found the latest variation on boy-meets-girl.
Jim Linwood.1973

HMaybe the lack of fanzine reviewers is caused
ty the current syndrome -in the US anyway - of
putting out a "prestige" fanzine, A prestige
fanzine demands prestige reviews, and a really

Robert Cotilson

Route 3

Hartford City
Indiana,

/^good "review-in depth", while not particularly
^

hard to do, takes an incredible amovint of time
which the newer fans want to spend on something
more "important" than fanzine reviewing. So
they review books instead. And a lot of the exTrekkies and ex-comic fans have come up with the

attitude of "boost, don't knock", for all the
world like fannish Rotarians, I don't know how

prevalent the attitude is, but it's been expressed to me often enough. So,
they don't like to say anything bad about fanzines, and they can't say anything
good about most of them, and they end up saying nothing at all. Also, i^ie're

going into a new Sercdn phase here, and fanzine reviews are more prevalent
in Faanish phases, when fanzines are deemed Important, Being neither,sercbn
nor faanish, I don't think much of either phase'." ****Plenty fans start in
to review zinesj I guess it's a chore they tire of rapidly. Stills it was
nice in the days vhen every zine at least did some.,though there was often
this tendency for eveiyone to review the same zinesl***

Letters 2

Harry Warner
423 Summit Avenue
Hagerstoun.

Maiyland,2L74.0,

"SCOTTISHE, incidentally got me censored in
RIVERSIDE quarterly's latest issue.

I treated

British fanzines in this instalment of my review

column, and Leiand thought I was behaving ungallantly
viien I remarked how long you had been publishing it.
He toned down my remarks so his reader's wouldn't be
shocked, and I didn't have the heart to point out how
you'd published that big annish right out in the open

a couple of years ago....Yo\ir latest batch of ifeviews
causes me to wonder if there's any hard-to-find science

fiction left. Everything seems to have been reprinted
in paperbacks vrithin the last few years, even such
previous hard-to-finds as the Bok stories. Well, I
suppose there are some exceptions. Weinbaum's fiction doesn't,seem to have
been published in its entirety in paperback form, as most other important
writer's stories have been. I don't think anyone has ever resTirrected the
stories Frank Kelly used to write for the large-size early prozines,' distinctive

for their unhappy endings. I don't believe any publisher has,risked transforming
much of Seabuiy Quinn's weird fiction to paper format. But it must be harder
and harder for collectors to feel superior at the- thoiaght that they have stories
nobody else has much chance of reading.'•****Now I think that was very nice of

^eland. After all, for all he knew, I might be the type who is coy about age
instead of being miffed instead if someone doesn't acknowledge that SCOT is
now Britain's oldest zine.****

****Ies, only two letters..and at first I meant to skip the letter
column this issue. Then I thought,,but those two are just the job

for ATOM'S wit. So I ran 'em after all| and I do think \Aiat ATOM
came up with was worth the trouble...Ethel.
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Only xdien I coriie to run this off will I
Icnow if I can use it successfully. ATOM gave it to me indicating that he
did not thinlc it was of much use. Yet it is such a good drawing of

Courage House, I was loathe to waste it. It is not Courage House in an
exact detail, but captures very well the outline of it as you come to the
white front gate. My room is the open window upstairs and I guess that
is the sound of the duplicator rolling that ATOM has come streafli out the

windowl The amount of belongings that I have gathered in my l6 years
here...ought to have the walls bulging'. I'll tell you all somthing in
confidence - there are too many books in that room'.

a

It is more years ago now t}ian;I care to calciilate that I "went as the

TflJFF delegate to Chicago. Fans^.'hoxrever, have long memories, and I still
get letters from American fans vAio want something from this country and

thdiikfOf me as the person to coht'^ct. Oyer 'the years some odd requests
h|i%'come.my way,
some ordinfj^ ones like..how can I meet British fans,
is'it^/.s^e for a young femmefari to go hitch-hiking' over here, explain the
youth hostels, and,.many times over...when dp fans meet in London and

where. It has been a quiet source of amazement to me how long this has
"kept up. The other day, though, I had a letter to top all letters I
" ■" ■ ••
'
' ■ ■
\
/ The writer began..,."I have been tiying to break into the field of
Science Fiction writing,, leaning heavily upon fantasy. I^nowiqg of no
British address to send my wbfk to for publication, I sent a short story

to America some months/agp; to the MAGAZIEE OF FAUTAST AND SCIENCE FICTION.

Although this magazine couldn't help in publishing the story, they sent
■back your addressfrom which .1 take it, you are the main Association for

•Science Fiction ..in Britain. I am therefore writing for information on
just how a new author. shqitLd tackle Science Fiction, If you coxfLd give
me an insight on the ■present; standards and requirements - together with

a list of possible publicatibns - of today's Science Fiction Market, it

would help me considerably." ■ ^

:

The envelope,was addressed to The British Science Fiction Association

c/o Ethel Lindsay.
Now -—sit up at the back there, stop falling off your chairs laughing
at the thought of my being the main SF Association in Britain, and bring
your minds to bear on some problems'.

Who at the Mag.of F&SF gave ny name to this guy?
Who at the I'feg.of S&SF thinks I'm the main SF Association in Britain?
Altematiaoly - xho at the Mag.of F&SF is a fine little hoaxer?

Whilst you are at it(bringing your minds to bear, I mean)please figure
out how I could be an Association...with diagrams.
As SF pb for the best answers'.

Now that I've got you all sniggering, I hope, let me tell you about
another letter. This time it was from Jhim Linvrood and it accompanied his
fine article on THE GREAT BRITISH RADIO HEROES. Jhim confesses..."You might
Tpe interested
to know that eveiy time I had to type "British"
in the article I had to stop nyself -writing "English"
That's one fan brain-washedl I wonder if I have hidden powers?
Ethel Lindsay

